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we are already on our way to turning comics into digital format. the comics have already been converted into e-books and e-comic formats for easy reading. we are now working on a comic book
series that will be printed in a newspaper format and more excitingly, we are working on creating comics specifically for children. that is something very exciting, added makkad. many people do

not know that comic books were first introduced to the country in the post-independence era. one of the major reasons behind this is the fact that the country was saddled with a crippling inflation
problem in the mid 1960s. the comic book industry was popular at that time in the west but people didn't know anything about it. during that time comic book industry was completely dominated

by western countries. this also had a significant impact on its popularity in india. for instance, most of the first comic books that we have here in india are from the west and most of them were
dubbed in hindi in order to increase its market reach. these comic books never grew to much popularity in india. the reason behind this was that they were not familiar with the language. a lot of
these comics were very similar to the ones from the west and people could not understand the stories, added bajaj. comic books are extremely popular in china. china is the biggest comic book
market. the reason is that the majority of the people in china read them. in china, these comics are not dubbed in chinese, they are original comics in chinese language. in the west, these are

dubbed in hindi. the fans of these comics are called "star fans". everyone is familiar with the stories of star wars, star trek and marvel superheroes. these comics are very popular and are always in
the news, added bajaj.
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